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ABSTRACT

With the growth of commercial and recreational use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, or drones), there is increasing attention to the need for regulation. A systematic review is conducted using a multiple comparative perspective: across three political jurisdictions (the United States, the European Union, and Japan) and across two areas of societal implication and policy (i.e., privacy and safety), with additional comparisons drawn from regulations for related cyber-physical systems. The multiple comparative analysis conducted in this paper shows that safety is a much more salient concern than privacy. Moreover, safety is focused on technical features of the UAVs, registration and certification, and differentiation by use case. Privacy regulations tend to follow broader digital privacy guidelines. Although there are some privacy rules that are UAV-specific, many of them do not yet directly address privacy challenges that are specific for UAVs. Additional comparisons with safety and privacy policies for automated vehicles and the smart grid reveal areas of potential development for harmonization and policy guidance. The study concludes with ten recommendations for future policy development.

1. Introduction

In countries across Africa, governments have teamed up with a drone company to allow a fleet of drones to deliver medical supplies to hospitals [1], and in the Netherlands, drones are being flown around greenhouses for lilies and tulips to detect diseased plants or to find weeds [2]. In the U.S, the first commercial drone delivery took place in Virginia in 2019 [3], and IT experts expect drones to change the landscape of the commercial delivery industry [4]. With the arrival of commercial use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or unmanned aircraft systems (UASs) throughout the world, there is increasing recognition of the need for policy guidance that addresses societal implications and widely shared values such as safety and privacy.

Regulations and policy guidance for UAVs tend to vary widely across political jurisdictions, but the technologies and companies are already international. In order to improve manufacturing efficiency, to accommodate transboundary/border use, and to avoid undesirable regulatory competition, we argue that there is a need to consider both emerging differences in regulatory approaches and the potential for international harmonization. Harmonization can be beneficial by integrating best practices from different jurisdictions, and it can also reduce trade barriers.

This study provides a review of policy issues and potential next steps based on current developments in the three largest industrial economies among democratic countries: the United States (U.S.), the European Union (E.U.) area, and Japan. Furthermore, to identify gaps in safety and privacy within UAV regulations and to develop recommendations about next steps, we also draw on related policy developments for two other emerging cyber-physical systems: automated vehicles and the smart energy grid. We focus on automated vehicles because safety issues are prominent for this system, partly because of a prior history of governmental attention to vehicular transportation safety and partly because privacy guidelines have already been established for on-road testing of automated vehicles [5–8]. Furthermore, we focus on the smart energy grid because there is also a prior history of governmental regulation of privacy for electricity data consumption and because the surveillance potential of real-time pricing systems has led to important innovations for this system with respect to privacy [9–13].

Based on a systematic review method, we build on a multiple comparative perspective that is emerging in the responsible innovation literature [14]: across different policy domains (safety and privacy), political jurisdictions (the E.U., Japan, and the U.S.), and other
cyber-physical systems (comparisons with Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAVs) and smart grid systems). This perspective enables us to identify the potential for harmonization, gaps in existing policies, and next steps in policy development that can help to guide innovation in ways that address potential societal implications and challenges.

2. Literature review

2.1. Definitions

As aerial vehicles that carry no human operator on board, UAVs can often be piloted remotely, but increasingly the flight patterns and responses to the environment are automated. UAVs have been playing an integral role for military purposes (DeGarmo 2004), but they have many other applications, among them emergency response, search and rescue, border patrol, forest fire monitoring, traffic monitoring, humanitarian aid, crop monitoring, commercial security, and land use mapping (for more examples of UAV use, refer to DeGarmo [15]). Although drones can be classified by use case, there are other approaches, and an underlying issue for policy guidance is the challenge of classifying UAVs [16,17]. The United States Department of Defense has published classifications based on weight, normal operating altitude, and speed [18]. This study focuses on small UAVs (sUAVs), which are widely used for commercial and recreational purposes, and it excludes UAVs that are built for military purposes, which are not subjected to the same regulations.

There are many possible societal challenges and corresponding policy issues for UAVs, among them their effects on environmental sustainability, societal equity, civil liability, personal and public security, and also the broader issues of governance such as private UAV certification and regulation of airspace management. A full discussion of all societal implications of UAVs is beyond the scope of this study. We focus on privacy and safety because they are widely discussed and salient in the emerging policy developments and associated research [19–24]. Furthermore, safety and privacy also have become prominent policy issues in the comparison of cyber-physical systems. We follow the European Commission’s definition of safety: a state of absence or reduced “occurrence or risk of injury, loss and danger to persons, property or the environment” [25]. With respect to privacy, we use the United Nations definition: “the presumption that individuals should have an area of autonomous development, interaction and liberty, a ‘private sphere’ with or without interaction with others, free from state intervention and excessive unsolicited intervention by other uninvited individuals. The right to privacy is also the ability of individuals to determine who holds information about them and how that information is used” ([26], p. 15).

2.2. Theoretical framework

The sociotechnical perspective has been widely discussed in the literature [27–31]. This approach to technological systems includes not only the design of hardware and software but also the connections with and among users, organizations, rules, and cultural dimensions. With respect to UAVs, the sociotechnical perspective has already been used with success. For example, Flores, Tan, and Cramptonsová [27] drew attention to the role of governance and the support of local actors in understanding UAVs in Kenya. Similarly, Vujičić et al. [28] argued that attention to the social dimensions can define new ways to use drones (i.e., creating videos and using drones on vacations), which leads to new markets and opportunities.

The sociotechnical perspective is also foundational for much work in responsible innovation (RI) theory. RI reflects the ethical significance of a technical systems through the development of governance of innovation [32], and includes attempts to increase public participation through processes such as constructive technology assessment, participatory technology assessment, and upstream public engagement [33,34]. The framework of RI has become increasingly multidisciplinary [35] through the exploration of national culture, practicality and implementation, innovation actors, and utility [36,37]. RI is particularly interesting for new and emerging technological systems because it allows an in-depth analysis of new social challenges that the systems face, and it draws attention to policy-related and citizen-oriented solutions. For example, Buhman and Fieseler [38] showed how RI can be used to understand and improve the societal impacts of artificial intelligence research focusing on the issues of human autonomy, agency, fairness, and justice.

Within this broad terrain of sociotechnical and RI perspectives, we develop a comparative, sociotechnical design approach [14]. This approach focuses not only on the sociotechnical complexity of UAV systems but also on the choices involved in the design of hardware, software, user interfaces, organizations, standards, and policies. The approach provides a way of identifying the complex societal and regulatory challenges of new and emerging technologies. In addition, the approach promotes the comparative method as a way to develop new ideas and to reveal unexpected outcomes or unrealized assumptions about a new technology [14]. Furthermore, comparison can result in more effective regulatory frameworks by adopting best practices in design principles, which can be adopted across different types of technologies. In order to produce the most robust comparative analysis of new technologies, Hess and colleagues [14] suggested three comparative dimensions: (1) across technological systems, (2) across societal concerns and values, and (3) across political jurisdictions.

This review adopts the sociotechnical design perspective and uses its multi-dimensional comparative method. More specifically, it makes three comparisons (1) drones, automated vehicles, and smart grids/meters (across technological systems), (2) safety and privacy (across societal concerns and values), and (3) U.S., Germany, Netherlands, and Japan (across political jurisdictions).

2.3. Safety, privacy, and research questions

Despite the usefulness of UAVs, they raise a number of societal challenges and concerns, including effects on social equity, sustainability, security, and human rights [39]. In this study, we focus on safety and privacy because these two areas have received a high level of attention and some systematic policy guidance. With respect to safety, UAVs fly without a human operator in the aircraft, and the connection between the aircraft and the remote controller can be intermittent or not secure. The result can be a crash landing, interference with commercial aircraft, and other accidents. Rao et al. noted, “The primary criticism with the flying of commercial drones over public space is that small mistakes could result in crashes that threaten the health, well-being, and property of the public” [24, p. 86]. Micro or small UAVs also tend to have lower standards of hardware and software quality, which can increase the likelihood of accidents [40]. Furthermore, UAVs tend to be operated for a prolonged period of time, which can lead to interruptions in the attention given by operators [40]. (For a list of UAV related accidents and incidents, refer to Dedrone [41].)

In addition to safety, UAVs pose significant privacy concerns, particularly with camera attachment, which has become increasingly common [15,21,42,43]. UAVs can capture and record people or objects often without being seen, and they have the ability to easily cross terrestrial boundaries between private and public spheres [44]. Although we focus on privacy, the issue is frequently interconnected with security because the personal data and personally identifiable information collected by UAVs can also pose challenges to private and governmental security. Despite the significant challenges associated with data collection, storage, and use, there is a significant lack of national and international regulations addressing these concerns [24] and a need for more proactive regulation rather than reactive [45].

With this background in mind, the review that follows is based on two guiding research questions:
1. What are the current existing UAV regulations and policy guidelines on safety and privacy in the United States, the E.U. (countries specified below), and Japan?

2. What regulatory lessons can be learned from other new and emerging technologies regarding UAV safety and privacy?

After answering the two research questions, the review will then assess the potential for policy harmonization and for next steps in policy development.

3. Method

3.1. Political jurisdictions

The focus on the U.S, E.U, and Japan is based on the economic and political importance of the three economies. We use the phrase “political jurisdiction” rather than “countries” when referring to the comparison at this level because we include the E.U. in our analysis. The study does not include China, which also comprises one of the largest economies in the world, because of data accessibility problems. Focusing on large economies is important in analyzing relevant regulation of UAVs because they are likely to have the biggest commercial and civilian markets for UAV development, ownership, and use.

Because the E.U. is a supranational organization that is not comparable to a nation-state, the comparative unit of analysis needs further specification. The E.U. was included in the analysis because it often publishes guidelines and regulations for safety and privacy of new and emerging technologies. Most guidelines have a binding character, either by being immediately binding to E.U citizens or by requiring member state implementation.

Member states have some room to develop their own regulatory framework, such as identifying no flying areas. Therefore, in order to address the differences among E.U. countries, and to ensure an even country-level comparison, we focus on two countries in Europe: Germany and the Netherlands. Germany is included because it has the largest economy in the E.U. and because it has advanced UAV regulations that are considered exemplary to other E.U. states. The Netherlands is also included because the country has a multidimensional approach (E.U. and national levels) that could contribute to a global development for the framework of UAV regulation.

3.2. Data selection and analysis

Adopting the descriptive methodology widely used in meta-analysis and comparative studies, data selection of this study is based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) [11,46,47]. Searches were conducted in both the Web of Science and Google Scholar. Because UAVs are referred to by different names, search terms included “Drones Regulation,” “Drones Privacy,” and “Drones Safety” with the country or region (i.e., E.U.) attached. Then we replaced the word “Drones” with “Unmanned Aerial Vehicles.” In searching Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, we did not use quotation marks because the search would also include varying names of UAVs such as unmanned aerial systems, unmanned aircrafts, or unmanned aircraft systems. The country names were in quotation marks. The country/region names searched included the U.S, the E.U, Germany, Netherlands, and Japan.

Fig. 1 shows the selection process of research sources. In Phase 1, there were 871 records from Web of Science and 85 records from Google Scholar. In addition to the academic articles, we also used bills and other legal documents in the analysis, which led to additional 49 number of records. Once 281 duplicates were removed, we were left with 724 records. In Phase 2, the relevance of each article to the objectives of this study was determined based on a review of the abstracts. Here, articles were excluded if they focused on the engineering side of UAVs and applications of UAVs (e.g., water management, agriculture, natural disaster management/research). Because our primary interest is in commercial and recreational use of UAVs, we excluded articles on defense or military related usage of UAVs. The application of the inclusion criteria resulted in a further removal of 526 articles. In Phase 3, full text articles were assessed, which resulted in the exclusion of 11 additional articles from the analysis for lack of social science or policy relevance and 4 articles for irrelevance. As a result, 183 articles are included in this review.

The PRISMA method was used to collect UAV data only. For other cyber-physical systems discussed in this study, namely automated vehicles and smart grids/meters, we used existing studies that were based on reviews of regulations.

4. Findings

4.1. Current regulations on UAVs

4.1.1. United States

The development of regulations regarding commercial and recreational UAVs is relatively new in the U.S. at a federal government level. In 2014, the government courts developed a legal precedent that defined UAVs as “aircraft” (FAA v. Pirker case). In 2015, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) announced that businesses were allowed to gain approval to operate UAVs, and the agency mentioned that they expected over 7,000 businesses to have access to drones within three years [48]. In 2015, commercial drones with the maximum speed of 100 miles per hour, maximum weight of 0.55 pounds (250 g), and maximum altitude of 500 feet were allowed to fly during daylight only. Operators were required to be at least 17 years of age, have passed tests, and have a certificate to operate drones. Notably, the rules stated that drones could not be used for deliveries and that they must be directly visible by operator [49,50]. Later in the same year, the Federal Aviation Administration [51] announced that drones that weigh more than 0.55 pounds on takeoff, including everything that is attached to the aircraft, must be registered. In December 2020, the Federal Aviation Administration [52] announced the Final Rule on Operation of Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems Over People, which established four new categories of UAVs based on weight and severity of injury that can be caused, and it also permitted nocturnal flight with recurrent online training.

These new developments were particularly important from the perspective of safety. One notable change was the introduction of remote identification (Remote ID), which allows UAVs to provide “identification, location, and performance information that people on the ground and other airspace users can receive” ([53], pp. 6–7). If a UAV does not have the Remote ID technology, it must be operated within sight, which also improves safety. Most of the other regulations...
on recreational and commercial drones in the U.S. also addressed safety issues (e.g., for recreational users, a drone must be under 0.55 pounds and must never fly near other aircraft; for commercial users, a drone must be less than 0.55 pounds including payload and must yield right of way to manned aircraft). Furthermore, recreational users are required to register their vehicles and take the recreational UAS safety tests, and commercial operators are required to be certified [54].

In contrast, there are no federal level privacy regulations that directly address the privacy challenges that UAVs pose. In the Final Rule, the FAA stated that “privacy issues are outside the focus and scope of the rule” [53]. Drone users are subjected to other privacy laws and regulations, and privacy is being addressed in some of the state governments. For example, in 2019, California amended the Assembly Bill No. 1129 to state that it is a misdemeanor to use UAV to invade a person’s privacy [55], and Tennessee (a state with a significant music and concert industry) also prohibited using UAVs to take pictures and videos of individuals or events where more than 100 people are gathered unless otherwise consented [56].

4.1.2. The E.U

The E.U has two bodies that are particularly involved in UAVs: the European Commission and the European Aviation Safety Agency. The discussion of UAV regulation first emerged in 2008 in “Regulation NO 216/2009 on Common Rules in the Field of Civil Aviation and Establishing a European Aviation Safety Agency” [57]. However, more in-depth discussion of regulation did not occur until the mid-2010s. In 2014, the European Commission published a communication that highlighted safety inspections, privacy, and data security of UAVs [58]. In 2015, the E.U. Aviation Strategy [54,59] acknowledged the need to develop a risk-based framework for regulating drones and addressed privacy, data protection, security, liability and insurance, and environment.

The European Aviation Safety Agency also has addressed UAV policy. In February 2019, the agency published an opinion document, which stated that the objective was “to increase the cost-effectiveness for drone operators, manufacturers and competent authorities, and to improve the harmonization of drone operations throughout Europe” [60]. This new UAV regulation does not make a distinction between commercial and recreational drones except for mandatory insurance. Operators of commercial drones, which are considered as air carriers and aircraft operators, are required to carry insurance [61].

The most important action taken by the EASA is the development of the new E.U. drone regulation, which came into effect from December 2022, titled “Regulation (EU) 2019/947 of May 24, 2019 on the Rules and Procedures for the Operation of Unmanned Aircraft” [60]. UAVs are grouped into three categories: open (flights with low risk), specific (medium risk), and certified (high risk, larger size or dangerous cargo). The categories are defined based on the weight, size, and type of good that is being carried (i.e., dangerous goods such as explosives, gases, flammable liquids or solids etc.). There are subcategories, which further break down the open and specific categories into groups depending on weight and size [62].

The regulation has a specific section on safety. The most notable rule is the flight range. For the open category, UAVs must fly lower than 120 m; for the specific category, UAVs may fly higher than 120 m; and for the certified category, a special permit is required. All three categories require operators to have received some training whether it is an official certification or self-practice until they weigh less than 250 g. Additionally, in order to protect privacy, if the UAV has sensors that can breach privacy, it must be registered. The regulation also requires that member states establish registration systems to manage UAVs and to keep a record of UAV operators as well as manufacturers [62].

Regarding privacy, again there are no specific rules or guidance documents for privacy and UAVs. Instead, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has become a mandatory regulatory approach within the E.U since 2015 [63]. Although the regulation does not directly discuss UAVs, it does provide an overarching regulatory framework for managing privacy in the process of digitalization, and it places a strong emphasis on the rights of the data subject and transfers of personal data to third parties. For the GDPR, member states are left to their own devices to develop their own strategies and regulatory frameworks that are consistent with the GDPR, yet appropriate to the national context.

Furthermore, another E.U. regulation also discuss the significance of privacy for UAVs. The EU Regulation 2018/1139 Section VII is dedicated to unmanned aircraft, in which it acknowledges the importance of “public security or protection of privacy and personal data” [64].

4.1.3. Germany

As a member of the E.U, Germany is required to follow the new rules introduced by the European Aviation Safety Administration (EU 2019/947). In addition, the federal government has introduced a few more rules that are specific to the country. Germany introduced two terms for UAVs: unmanned aviation systems (unbemannten Luftfahrtsystemen), which are UAVs used for commercial purposes, and flight models (model aircraft; Flugmodellen), which refer to recreationally used drones [65, 66]. The Luftverkehrsgesetz (Aviation Act; LuftVG) has been in force since April 2017, and the government document regarding UAV regulations in 2022 indicates a gradual transition towards the EU2019/947. Until December 2022, a national exemption enabled drone operators to use drones in the open category [67].

Germany has several specific regulations regarding safety. With respect to identification and certification, all UAVs that weigh more than 0.25 kg must be marked with a sticker with the owner’s name and address. For UAVs that weigh more than 2 kg, a certificate of knowledge is required. For UAVs weighing more than 5 kg or for nocturnal operations, permission must be granted by the Federal Supervisory Authority for Air Navigation Services (BAF). One aspect that is particularly notable in Germany is the acknowledgement that UAVs can have significant impact on various aspects of society, including nature conservation and aircraft noise [68]. Germany has also introduced a geospatial interactive map for drones to show where drones can be flown. Furthermore, by the end of 2022, the country aims to include additional safety measures such as online applications, route planner, and weather data or drone users [69]. In addition to safety, the rules also mention the issues of privacy regarding UAV operation. UAVs are banned over residential property if they weigh more than 0.25 kg or can receive, transmit, or record optical, acoustic, or radio signals [70].

4.1.4. Netherlands

In the Netherlands, rules were established by the Aviation Act 1992 (Wet Luchtvaart) and the Model Flying Scheme 2005 (Regeling Modelvliegen), which was specifically designed for model airplanes [71]. The Netherlands has successfully adopted the EU’s drone classification in EU 2019/947. It uses the EU regulation as the basis for classification, registration, and licensing and supervision, and it maintains the nation-specific rules on flying drones (e.g., no flying at night). The country-specific rules regarding safety are introduced in two main regulations, “Regeling op afstand bestuurde luchtautuigen” (Remotely Piloted Aircraft Regulation, last amended in December 2020) and “Regeling onbemande luchtautuigen” (Regulation on unmanned aircraft, last amended April 2021) [71,73]. These rules include not being allowed to fly UAVs in the dark and a requirement for UAVs to yield to other aircraft, which means they must land immediately if there are any types of aircraft approaching, such as airplanes, helicopters, and gliders. Furthermore, specified areas where UAVs are partly or entirely off-limits can be checked using the safety map available online, or users can submit and receive digital clearance operations [74]. These areas may be restricted due to their national and political importance, such as the Royal Palace in Amsterdam or large national events [75]. Moreover, UAV operators are required to report aviation accidents and incidents and must be safety aware.
The Netherlands also has an advanced commercial UAV regulation. Here, commercial is defined as making money from using UAVs. To fly a drone commercially, all rules that recreational users follow also apply. In addition, companies are required to register with the Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate (Inspectie Leefomgeving en Transport; ILT) directly, and operators should hold a pilot’s license in addition to all the rules that apply to recreational drones [76].

4.1.5. Japan

In Japan, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism regulates UAVs. In 2015, an amendment to the Aeronautical Act required anyone who operates UAVs to obtain permission. It also prohibited UAV operation around airports, airspace at or above 150 m, and around densely inhabited areas. Furthermore, prohibited uses included flight at night, flight outside the line of sight, the transport of hazardous materials, and dropping of objects. In September 2019, some additional rules were introduced, which included prohibitions on use while under the influence of alcohol or drugs, flight paths that could cause collisions, and operation of UAVs in careless or reckless manner [77]. A new rule was enacted in June 2022, which changed the minimum weight limit to 100 g from 200 g and, it also required that any drone weighing more than 100 g will have to be registered [78].

If a person is found to have flown a UAV in a no-fly zone or in a densely populated area, a fine of 500,000 yen (approximately $4500 USD) can be charged. If a UAV operator is found to have operated UAVs under the influence of alcohol or drugs or not to have taken any preflight actions, the operator is liable for imprisonment up to one year or a fine up to 300,000 yen (approximately $2700 USD) [79].

Like the U.S, but unlike Germany and the Netherlands, there is little discussion of privacy in relation to UAVs. The Civil Aviation Bureau, which belongs to the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism, is in charge of establishing rules and public communication regarding UAV operation, but privacy is not discussed at all (see also Nakamura and Kajikawa [80]).

4.1.6. Summary of current UAV regulations

The currently existing UAV-specific regulations place high emphasis on the safety of UAVs and UAV operations. However, the discourse around safety tends to be focused on technical aspects (e.g., the weight or the height of flight), registration of the vehicles, and certification of the users. In general, as a matter of UAV-specific regulation, privacy is secondary, but there are some exceptions at the member state/country level in the E.U, and the GDPR provides an overarching framework on privacy regarding data collection and processing (See Table 1 for a summary.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Weight and size regulation, remote ID</th>
<th>Acknowledged; generally state-specific rather than federal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E.U</td>
<td>Weight and size regulation, not allowed to transport dangerous goods, lateral distance regulation</td>
<td>General Data Protection Regulation (not specific to UAVs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Follows the E.U. regulation</td>
<td>No recording or transmitting optical, acoustic, or radio signals for larger drones, adheres to the EU level regulations on privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Follows the E.U. regulation, no flying in the dark, UAVs not allowed in some areas, reporting of accidents</td>
<td>Unspecified, adheres to the EU level regulations on privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Weight and size regulation, lateral distance regulation, UAVs not allowed in some areas</td>
<td>No discussion of privacy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Cyber-physical systems comparisons

In this section, we draw on existing reviews to compare and contrast UAV regulations with other cyber-physical systems that have well established safety and privacy regulatory frameworks. For automated vehicles, there are unique regulations and guidelines for safety, which is one of the most essential goals of vehicle driving. Moreover, for the smart grid, privacy is a key challenge that many energy companies and consumers encounter. In analyzing the similarities and differences between these three cyber-physical systems, the goal of this paper is to open space for discussion on UAV regulatory improvements and harmonization.

4.2.1. Automated vehicles and safety

The understanding of safety in the automated vehicles regulatory framework focuses on four main issues: 1) rules for the safety driver to be present inside the vehicle or rules that guide remote control of the vehicle, 2) requirements for safety management plans or their equivalent, 3) requirements for data and reporting being required, and 4) rules for liability in case of accidents and collisions [5]. The U.S. does not have any regulations specific to automated vehicles at the federal level, but the federal government does provide guidelines for on-road testing [81, 82]. Therefore, this study uses California, which is the largest state (in population and aggregate gross economic product) and a leading site for automated vehicle testing, as an example of the United States. In addition, we also include the same political jurisdictions that are discussed above: the E.U, Germany, Netherlands, and Japan.

In the U.S, the federal government recognizes the importance of safety for automated vehicles, particularly after the fatal accident in Arizona in 2018 [83]. For example, proposed federal legislation attempted to allow derogation from existing safety regulations for automated vehicles. The proposed SELF DRIVE Act would not have allowed states to ban automated vehicles and also would have granted exemptions to existing safety standards for a car manufacturing company’s first 100,000 vehicles. In general, the states took a cautious approach and adopted many safety regulations for automated vehicles [84]. Although California is one of the few places in the world that as of 2021 did not require the presence of safety driver inside the vehicle if the right permit was obtained [85], the state did require functional safety plans for automated vehicles that identify and assess hazardous situations that can occur during automated vehicle testing. California also has an automated vehicle recording regulation [86]. In cases of disengagements, where the automated driving system automatically disengages due to unexpected occurrence (e.g., fast lane changes, illegible road signs etc.), the testing body is required to file a disengagement report. In addition, in case of collision, the California Department of Motor Vehicles requires that an event data recorder records at least 30 s before the collision [87].

The E.U. regulations for this area are somewhat behind those of California [88]. The transportation regulation that automated vehicles are required to follow at the E.U. level is the 1968 Vienna Convention on Road Traffic. Nevertheless, the E.U. has been publishing guidelines and communications on how to build infrastructures such as data networks and social platforms for planned future use of automated vehicles [89, 90]. As a global leader in automobile manufacturing, Germany has developed some regulations for automated vehicles. Currently only Verband des Automobilindustrie (VDA) level 3 testing is allowed, which refers to vehicles that have automated features but require drivers to take over driving requests. Unlike California, safety drivers must be present, but the driver is not required to pay full attention at all times. Additionally, for data reporting, Germany requires a black box inside the vehicle to record any road testing [91]. In the Netherlands, a safety driver’s presence is not required under the Dutch Road Traffic Act [92]. Nevertheless, the remote driver is required to monitor the vehicle from a distance, and the location of the remote driver must always be clear [93].

Japan is somewhat late to the regulatory development in this area.
The country allowed SAE level 3 automation in April 2020 through the Road Transportation Vehicle Act and the Road Traffic Act. SAE level 3 requires a safety driver inside the vehicle, and the Road Traffic Act states that a driver can use a mobile phone or other screen device inside level 3 automated vehicles as long as drivers can immediately respond to any emergencies. Furthermore, the law states that the testing vehicle must have a recording device [94, 95].

CAVs and UAVs tend to share similar safety challenges because either they are remotely operated (UAVs), or remote control is the ultimate goal (CAVs). In this sense, the reliability of the technology, relevant data collection, and operators’ understanding of safety are all salient.

4.2.2. Comparing automated vehicles and UAVs’ safety issues

Because of the similarities of the safety challenges that automated vehicles and UAVs face, in this section, we compare the safety regulatory frameworks of the two cyber-physical systems. As it is evident from the discussion above, automated vehicles have more resources invested in detecting safety challenges compared to UAVs. There are more stringent regulations for automated vehicles (e.g., limiting the level of automation on public roads) because the consequences of safety risks are more severe for automated vehicles compared to UAVs. Therefore, in order to develop and nurture a safety-oriented environment for UAVs, some safety lessons can be learned from automated vehicles.

One striking gap that emerges from the cross-technology comparison is that operators of UAVs are not required to submit any collision or accident reports except in the Netherlands. This type of practice is prevalent for automated vehicles, where disengagement reports and recordings of accidents are all submitted to various authorities.

Furthermore, some regulatory action regarding the level of users could minimize safety risks. For example, in order to ensure safety of automated vehicles, the drivers are required to have a driver’s license, which ensures that they have met the minimum amount of required training [5]. For UAVs, similar user certification would be beneficial. For example, a different level of regulation could be applied to new UAV users compared to seasoned users.

Many countries are now adopting registration for UAVs, which is similar to the registration practices for automated vehicles. All four countries discussed in this study (US, Germany, Netherlands, and Japan) require UAV registration. When UAV users register, they should receive extensive training on UAV use cases and associated safety risks. Such practice is already in place in the US, Germany, and Netherlands (and other EU countries that adhere to EU 2019/947), but it is not yet in place in Japan. For the time being, this would be the most practical way to approach UAV users regarding training.

Regarding automated vehicles, there are extensive fines and penalties in not meeting safety regulations and rules. However, for UAVs, such penalties are not yet in place except in Japan.

4.2.3. Smart energy grid/meter’s privacy regulations

With respect to advanced metering infrastructure and smart meters, privacy is a more salient topic than safety, and policy guidance is also more developed than for the case of automated vehicles. One central privacy issue is that fine-grained energy consumption data associated with real-time pricing or short-term reporting of a household’s consumption can reveal personal and personally identifying information, such as a household’s socioeconomic status and appliances usage [9]. Energy consumption data can indicate when a home is empty, which can lead to security risks [10]. Consequently, the regulations for data associated with smart meters have focused on addressing privacy issues and broader concerns regarding data management.

In the United States, a few federal level guidelines have been developed to address the privacy issues associated with smart grids/meters. The Guidelines for Smart Meters Grid Cybersecurity, which was developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology [96], recommended privacy impact assessments and privacy practices risk assessment in addition to employee training, audits, and data retention.

Another document addressing privacy issues is the Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards 3.0 [97], which discussed the customers’ right to access their own data, the ongoing review standards for privacy, and a need for further research on privacy issues on cyber-physical systems. At the state level, California has one of the most advanced privacy regulations in the United States, and in 2018, it passed the Consumer Privacy Act, Assembly Bill 375 [98], which came into effect in January 2020. This Act establishes the four fundamental privacy rights for consumers. More specifically for smart meters, a regulatory rule [99] allows customers to opt out of smart meter data collection with a fee.

Again, the member states of the E.U. refer to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) for privacy, but some also have their own privacy regulations. Similar to the U.S, the European Commission [100] also recommended data protection impact assessment for the smart grid to evaluate personal data protection risks for individuals and to examine the nature and severity of such privacy risks. In 2016, Germany’s Metering Point Operation Law (Messstellenbetriebsgesetz, MsbG) laid the groundwork for smart meter deployment and required that for consumers under 10,000 kwh, data will be retained at home, and only those with data sharing tariffs will transmit more frequent energy consumption data to energy grid operators and suppliers [101]. Furthermore, the Act stated that all consumers will receive a data sheet with an explanation of what data traffic is, and they will be able to access their energy consumption data at all times. In the Netherlands, the Law for the Protection of Personal Information (Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens, Wbp) is not specific to smart meters, but it gives customers their right to know what is happening to their data, to view their data, and to object to the uses and processing of personal data [102]. Regarding smart energy meters, the country requires data to be read once a month for monthly statements and then once a year for annual energy bills (meters can be read more often with customer consent). The country also established the Dutch Data Protection Authority, which reviews, applies, and enforces privacy regulations for data associated with smart energy meters.

Japan has a somewhat different approach to the countries mentioned above. Although the Japanese government is cautious about using personal energy consumption data, it is planning to use such data to shape and change industries, regulatory institutions, and infrastructures [103]. Japan has a general privacy regulation, “Referring to the Protection Regulation in 2021 (Revision of Individual Information Protection Systems) for the Structuring of Digital Societies” (令和3年改正個人情報保護法(個人情報保護制度の見直しデジタル社会の形成を図るための関係法律の整備に関する法律)). The Regulation covers all privacy breaches, amended in 2021 to address digital privacy issues [104], and has been effective since May 2022. This law harmonizes all privacy rules that existed separately under different ministries (i.e., individual privacy, administrative privacy, independent administrative privacy), addresses privacy regulations regarding medical and academic research, and redefines the concept of personal information. However, compared to other countries’ privacy regulations on smart meters, this law does not address some of the key aspects that are specific to smart energy meters, such as frequency of energy data sampling and smart meter opt out.

4.2.4. Comparing smart grids and UAVs’ privacy issues

Privacy regulations for the smart grid focus on having privacy impact assessments, monitoring, opt-out options, frequency of sampling, and consumer consent. It is difficult to directly apply these regulations to UAVs because privacy challenges for UAVs tend to be different. Smart meters are immobile, whereas UAVs tend to move around, which makes them much more vulnerable to various privacy breaches. Nevertheless, we argue that key privacy principles are transferrable from one cyber-physical system to another. From the perspective of smart energy meters, there are several potential innovations that could be translated into privacy policy for UAVs.
First, opt-out rules that appear in some U.S. states for smart meters could be used for UAVs to allow people to opt-out of recording of images or audio from UAVs without permission (such as filming or audio recording of people in residences or businesses). Here, “opt out” is considered favorable compared to “opt in” rules because of the potential social and environmental benefits of UAVs and practical issues of receiving consents from all population. In other words, the assumption is that unless specified otherwise, consent is given for recording images and audio from UAVs. In this sense, governments should develop platforms for the general public to opt out of audio and video recording of UAVs.

Second, Germany’s disclosure rules (i.e., 10,000 kwh data retention rule, offering data sharing tariffs, receiving a data sheet, and being able to access their energy consumption data) could be extended to UAVs to require companies or individuals that engage in recording to disclose what information they collect and the data management practices. A website or platform could be developed in which companies or individuals disclose the recordings collected by UAVs. The information collected should not be considered to be owned by UAV owner but a collection that belongs to the public and should be used for public good.

Third, a significant part of smart meter privacy policy involves rules about data aggregation and data sharing with third-parties, and these rules could be extended to UAVs. Data sharing with third parties should be controlled and restricted, and data storage and deletion should have a limited time period. These privacy challenges are discussed and regulated by the GDPR, but they are not applicable in non-European countries.

Fourth, US, Germany, and Netherlands have privacy management government authorities that investigate privacy complaints. These privacy management institutions are important because they allow the public to communicate their concerns with government authorities. Once regulatory frameworks around UAV privacy become more developed and the public awareness increases, privacy management institutions will also become gradually more important in addressing UAV privacy challenges.

5. Discussion

5.1. Sociotechnical design perspective and harmonization efforts

This review uses the comparative sociotechnical design perspective to theoretically ground the technological, societal issues, and political jurisdiction dimensions of an emerging technological system. Because of multidimensional comparisons, the perspective is especially useful for harmonization efforts. It allows the identification of best practices across different technologies and across societal issues. Furthermore, because the similarities and differences are identified across various political jurisdictions, the approach can facilitate the harmonization of regulatory frameworks and the integration of best practices across multiple jurisdictions.

Regulatory harmonization for cyber-physical systems is important because it allows the standardization of technologies, leads to cost minimization and transparency, and facilitates smoother cross-border interaction. Furthermore, harmonization can help developing countries to more address societal challenges that come with adopting new cyber-physical systems. In this sense, although international regulatory harmonization itself is a controversial topic [105], for new and emerging cyber-physical systems, regulatory harmonization is a useful tool.

Several efforts have been made regarding UAV regulatory harmonization. For example, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) with 193 member states [106] has produced a number of international standards, recommended practices and policies regarding aviation safety, infrastructure, operational risk, and global priorities [107]. One of the examples include global safety target of zero fatalities by 2030 [108]. Regarding UAVs, ICAO is specifically concerned about the safety related to the integration of UAVs into the existing airspace. Consequently, several proposals and workshops are being held to discuss operations of UAVs and standards related to altitude [109].

Another notable organization for international harmonization for UAVs is the Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS), which includes a group of UAV experts from national and regional aviation authorities. One of the main contributions that JARUS has made is the introduction of Specific Operations Risk Assessment (SORA), which is a risk mitigation assessment method that is now widely used in Europe [110,111]. SORA has been essential in understanding and developing “safe creation, evaluation, and conduction of UAS operations” [112, p. 2]. It identifies operational safety objectives, which specifies and lists potential UAV related safety issues related to technical challenges, deterioration of external systems, human error, and other adverse operating conditions for UAV users to check before their fly their drones [112].

Although ICAO and JARUS have built the foundations for harmonization efforts, their efforts can be improved with the multiple comparative perspective developed here. For example, JARUS’s SORA is mainly adopted only in Europe. Building on these existing efforts, this review makes UAV regulatory recommendations that would be applicable to a wider range of countries that are currently using UAVs. It also draws on comparisons across technological systems to assess the extent to which rules or guidelines developed for other systems can be useful for UAV related policy.

5.2. Safety and privacy regulatory recommendations

Based on the existing UAV regulations and societal challenges discussed in the automated vehicles and smart meters literatures, we develop several recommendations as next steps in policy development. Some of the recommendations are in practice in some of the political jurisdictions discussed above, whereas others are not implemented at all. Our assumption is that government policy guidance or regulation is necessary, but in some cases private governance options may also be pursued.

1. Safety and privacy training for UAV users as part of their licensing or certification, with different levels required depending on the user type and use case.
2. Mandatory data reporting of collision and accidents, with recorded information where available.
3. Unique identifiers for all UAVs similar to vehicle registration.
4. Detailed differentiation of safety, privacy, and certification rules based on specific use cases.
5. Where UAVs conduct electronic recording, opt-out rights for residences or companies whose premises or activities are recorded.
6. Required disclosure by UAV users of data management practices (collection, storage, sharing, and deletion).
7. Specified limitations on third-party sharing of data collected by UAVs.
8. Penalties in cases of safety or privacy violations.
9. Government agencies or independent third-party monitoring and certification of privacy practices and complaints; an agency that collects, stores, and manages data collected by UAVs.
10. Efforts to harmonize or standardize UAV classifications, registration, certification, and use cases.

6. Conclusion

As UAVs become more widely adopted, providing a solid regulatory framework that is specific to the technology will become increasingly important. This study conducted a multiple comparative analysis based on a sociotechnical design perspective. The systematic review and comparative exercise provided the basis for the development of a list of
policy recommendations that could improve how companies, governments, and nongovernmental organizations are thinking about the issue. Although we focus on privacy and safety, we recognize other important societal implications, and it is possible that the methodology developed here could be extended to these other areas of implication and policy in future research.

Comparing regulations and developing foundations of regulatory frameworks is important not only for policy makers, but also for engineers, computer scientists, and civil society organizations. Through social scientific analysis and development of regulations, technical researchers and engineers can identify the important social challenges and attempt to address them in their technology design. Furthermore, civil society organizations have been addressing important social concerns by raising public awareness of new and emerging technologies (e.g., JARUS), and their role will become increasingly important in the future.

In order for a technological system to gain public acceptance, it is important for it to be deployed under clear conditions that ensure that widespread societal values and potential negative implications are addressed. Although we have restricted the analysis to two societal values, a similar analysis could be extended to other, less developed areas of policy (e.g., equity, democracy-surveillance, and sustainability implications). With respect to safety and privacy, no one wants a UAV to fall on their head while they are walking down the road or to have their (recognizable) pictures taken from afar without their knowledge. UAVs have been deployed and widely accessible for some time, which left many members of the public vulnerable to these issues. With the adoption of UAVs widening through commercial channels and with cheaper UAVs readily available through various easily accessible websites, issues such as safety and privacy will likely become increasingly salient. The policy recommendations that we provide above showcase some important insights into potential solutions to the use of UAVs that align with the public interest and that would improve public acceptance and confidence.
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